
What We Need To Provide You With
Fast, Accurate Estimates

When your client is pushing you to get an estimate for their
job as quickly as possible, phone tag is the last thing you need.
At Diecrafters, we’re looking to make your life easier by mini-
mizing the confusion and maximizing the efficiency of the estimat-
ing process. With that in mind, here are a few things to keep in mind
when requesting an estimate:
Allow Plenty of Time for Planning
Before the job is printed, contact Diecrafters to see how we can help. Very often, we
can suggest an alternative layout that will save your client money and cut down on the
turnaround time. In addition, let us know all the non-technical details. Do you need a pro-
duction schedule with your quote? How soon do you need the quote back? Would you like the
quote to be faxed or e-mailed? Give us detailed instructions as soon as possible to avoid call
backs and the dreaded voicemail tag!

Provide All Specifications and Details
When it comes to providing accurate quotes, there’s no such
thing as an unimportant detail. Job title, flat and final sizes,
number of pieces, and type of stock are just the basics. Many
more details are required for us to offer you a quick and accu-
rate estimate, and they vary based on the type of work we’re
performing. Here are a few examples:
– For embossing jobs, be sure to provide us with the details

about both the embossing style and type of die. Is it a single-
level, multi-level or sculptured die? The costs vary greatly for
each one, so be sure to let us know what you have in mind. Not
sure what we’re looking for? A simple drawing may be enough.

– For a foil stamping project, the style and color of foil are of paramount importance. While
some foils are readily available, unusual styles may cost a little more. In addition, let us know
exactly what is being stamped. Is it an outline or a solid area?
– Portfolios range from basic to complex, so don’t take any details for granted. Avoid a call back

by letting us know how many glue flaps the portfolio layout requires.

This multi-panel portfolio contains a
“hidden” glue flap. Communicate the
location of all glue flaps to be sure
the quote you receive is accurate.

COMPLETE FINISHING SERVICES
Die Cutting Foil Stamping Embossing Hand

and Automatic Gluing Fugitive Glue Trimming 
Collating Specialty Folding Shrink Wrapping 
Stitching Hand Folding Auto Folding Drilling 
Inserting Perforating Kit Packaging Mounting

Assembly Work Two-sided Tape Application

PRODUCTS
Pocket Folders Capacity and Expandable

Folders Pop-ups Table Tents POP
Displays Direct Mail Windows Mailers

Greeting Cards Announcements
Folding Cartons CD Jackets 
Sleeves Straight and Reverse

Tuck Cartons And more!
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1349 South 55th Court
Cicero, IL 60804-1211

This month’s tip from...
YOUR FRIENDS AT DIECRAFTERS

Please route to:
DESIGN, PRINTING and BINDERY professionals 

YOUR SOURCE FOR:

PHONE (708) 656-3336 FAX (708) 656-3386
WEB SITE: WWW.DIECRAFTERS.COM  E-MAIL: SALES@DIECRAFTERS.COM


